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While Hazel Thornton covered a number of highly important
elements surrounding the needs of breast cancer patients, unfortu-
nately her editorial (Breast Cancer Reality Check: ‘‘1 in 9’’ – If you’re
90! Misuse of ‘‘1 in 9’’ slogan defended by two leading organisations’
directors on grounds of consistency and popularity) did little to
support an open or balanced discussion around the key issue of
informed choice.
As Thornton rightly suggests, there is a deﬁnite need to provide
women, and men, affected by breast cancer with clear, unbiased
information.
However to accuse Breast Cancer Care of using ‘scare-mongering
tactics’ when explaining associated risk factors around breast
cancer is, at best, misguided.
Just a cursory glance over the charity’s website shows thewealth
of information available topatients all designed to support informed
choice. And that is without factoring in our award-winning publica-
tions, Helpline and Ask the Nurse conﬁdential e-mail service.
In fact, Thornton’s call for informed choice is an accurate
description of our philosophy and approach towards information
provision. Each year we offer tens of thousands of women, and
men, professional support, advice and guidance on all matters of
breast health and breast cancer.
To give the impression that charities are pressuring people to
take up breast screening appointments by misrepresenting the
‘‘one in nine’’ statistic could not be further from the truth.
Like most breast cancer charities we would not use this ﬁgure
without making it clear that this is a lifetime risk and stressing1743-9191/$ – see front matter  2008 Surgical Associates Ltd. Published by Elsevier Lt
doi:10.1016/j.ijsu.2008.12.039the link between age and risk, something we have done
consistently through our 80 over 50 campaigns.
We are also committed to encouraging women to be breast
aware, and to be aware of their right to attend screening, particu-
larly if they are over 70.
From speaking to the many women and men who use our
services on a daily basis, and through our campaigning work and
in-depth User Involvement programme, we know how vital it is
that patients can access clear, unbiased and balanced information.
What is unhelpful to people with breast cancer, or those
concerned about it, is getting caught up in the rhetoric of individ-
uals who hold a strong ideological view on the beneﬁts of
treatment or screening.
This can only ever lead to unhelpful polarisation of the issues,
and to the very coercion that Thornton claims to be challenging.Conﬂict of interest
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